VALENCIA COUNTY 4-H
AWARD NOMINATION

Please check the award you are nominating:

☐ OUTSTANDING LEADER: a Club OR Project Leader that has been enrolled as a leader for more than two years and truly stands out. Someone who invests many hours assisting and working with members, creates a fun learning environment and does so without request of recognition.

☐ OUTSTANDING NEW LEADER: a Club OR Project Leader that has been enrolled as a leader for less than three years and expresses the same attributes listed above as an outstanding Leader.

☐ OUTSTANDING JUNIOR LEADER: a youth member enrolled as a Teen Leader that expresses the same attributes listed above as an outstanding Leader.

☐ HONORARY 4-H MEMBER: an individual or a business that is not directly involved in the 4-H program, but gives their time and/or resources to help the county members and the program as a whole.

☐ CLUB COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD: recognizes a 4-H Club that has performed above and beyond all other clubs in providing assistance to a Community Service Project.

Nominee Name: ____________________________________________
(Individual, Business or Club Name)

Nominee Club: ____________________________________________
(Not needed for Honorary Member)

Number of Years as a Leader or 4-H Volunteer: _____________
(Not needed for Club Nominations)

Use the rest of this page to provide a narrative of why you believe this Individual, Business or Club is deserving of an award. Be as detailed as possible.